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Dear Reader,

Welcome to MS Click and Connect #5.5
We are delighted to offer the latest programme of online courses and activities that make up the Click and Connect programme. This brochure contains all the
information you'll need about the courses and the tutors delivering them. Click the 'Book Now' links to sign up and you'll be sent all the information you need about how
to join the sessions.

So what is MS Click and Connect?
It’s a range of online classes and workshops delivered via Zoom which has something for everyone.

Who’s it for?
Quite simply – it’s for anyone who wishes to take part!  Some services are for people with MS only and others are open to anyone who wishes to attend.  See the colour
coded timetable on page 14 for more information.

Cont/...
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"My mental, physical and emotional wellbeing is being addressed constantly.
Thank you KMSTC for providing this professional help online for all of us."
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What if I’ve never used Zoom before?
You can download Zoom here. The application will download when you start your first meeting. If you need support with downloading or using Zoom please get in touch
with us on 01227 470 876 and we will arrange for our Zoom tech volunteer to call you. 

How do I make a booking?
Bookings are made via Ticket Tailor, a simple to use online event ticketing platform. Ticket Tailor will send you the Zoom link by email once you book your place on a
course – please keep the link safe as you will need to click on the link to access the course. Clicking the Zoom link is more reliable than using the ID and passcode. 

Is there a cost to taking part?
As an MS charity, the Kent MS Therapy Centre does not charge those with MS to take part in any of the online courses, but any person with MS has the option to make a
voluntary donation towards the course, should they wish to. However, all materials provided by course tutors and postage costs where applicable must be paid for by the
attendee.

For Associate Members and members of the public all courses are priced at £5 per session, so an 8-week course is £40.

We hope you will enjoy browsing through the pages of the brochure – if you like what you see you can book here or via the links on the individual pages. If you have any
questions please call our Reception Team on 01227 470 876.

Wishing you all the very best from everyone at KMSTC!
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https://zoom.us/download
https://buytickets.at/kmstc
https://buytickets.at/kmstc


Beginner's Falls
Prevention 
for people with MS

Wednesdays 9.45am - 10.45am, via Zoom
6 April 2022 - 25 May 2022

Book Now

with Neuro-physio, Clare Triggs

Having Multiple Sclerosis can increase the risk of falling.  For the majority of people
with MS, most falls occur in the home.  The consequences of falls can be serious,
ranging from distress and loss of confidence through to injuries, pain and loss of
independence.  

Falls are caused by a combination of factors either to do with objects in the
environment and/or health related issues.  They are especially a concern for people
who use wheelchairs and scooters or mobility aids. 

Whatever the reasons for your falls, physiotherapy can help improve muscle strength
and coordination, work on balance issues and give tips to reduce risk factors. If you
have regular falls or a fear of falling then this beginner’s course could be for you. 

This class will help you build confidence, become more aware of your body and build
core and lower limb strength before progressing on to the intermediate class. 

If you are new to this course a screening form will need completing after booking.
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Meet your tutor

https://www.tickettailor.com/events/kmstc/670158


Seated Pilates
for people with MS

with Neuro-physio, Clare Triggs

Wednesdays 11am - 11.45am, via Zoom
6 April 2022 - 25 May 2022

Research has proven that exercise in general is beneficial for people with
MS. It’s important for maintaining health and well-being, and can help to
alleviate some MS symptoms. Pilates in particular is becoming more
popular among people with MS. There is good general evidence of the
benefits of Pilates, and there are now a small number of scientific studies
which have investigated the potential benefits specifically for people with
MS.  Some people with MS
find improvements in balance, mobility, fatigue, pain, cognitive function
and quality of life. 

If you struggle with balance when standing then this class could be right
for you.

If you are new to this course a screening form will need completing after
booking.
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Meet your tutor

Book Now

https://www.tickettailor.com/events/kmstc/669424


Intermediate Seated Yoga
for people with MS
with Bernie (Bernadette) Barry

Yoga sessions designed to stimulate physical and mental wellbeing.  

Yoga is a great way to combat stress and most yoga students learn to access a
place of inner peace and composure. The focus is on what students 'can ' do. 
Each session has some focus on posture, breathing, concentration and
visualisation.
 
Yoga has the potential to reduce some of the physical symptoms of MS. Some
students feel improvements in strength and flexibility, posture, balance, focus,
circulation and digestion. Most students find that they experience a decrease in
tension, fatigue and some aches and pains that are associated with MS. Regular
yoga practice strengthens overall coping skills and increases the sense of
wellbeing.
 
For chair yoga, the requirements are a chair or other means of sitting, a reasonably
quiet space and loose, comfortable clothing.

If you are new to this course a screening form will need completing after booking.

Thursdays 11am - 12pm, via Zoom
7 April 2022 - 26 May 2022
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Meet your tutor

Book Now

https://www.tickettailor.com/events/kmstc/670168
https://www.tickettailor.com/events/kmstc/670168


Mat Based Pilates
for people with MS

with Neuro-physio, Clare Triggs

Fridays 10.30am - 11.30 am, via Zoom
7 April  - 27 May 2022

Research has proven that exercise in general is beneficial for people with MS.
It’s important for maintaining health and well-being, and can help to alleviate
some MS symptoms. Pilates in particular is becoming more popular among
people with MS. There is good general evidence of the benefits of Pilates, and
there are now a small number of scientific studies which have investigated the
potential benefits specifically for people with MS.  Some people with MS
find improvements in balance, mobility, fatigue, pain, cognitive function and
quality of life. 

If you are new to this course a screening form will need completing after
booking.
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Meet your tutor

Book Now

https://www.tickettailor.com/events/kmstc/669448


Mat Work Yoga
for people with MS
with Bernie (Bernadette) Barry

Yoga sessions designed to stimulate physical and mental wellbeing.  

Yoga is a great way to combat stress and most yoga students learn to access a
place of inner peace and composure. The focus is on what students 'can ' do. 
Each session has some focus on posture, breathing, concentration and
visualisation.
 
Yoga has the potential to reduce some of the physical symptoms of MS. Some
students feel improvements in strength and flexibility, posture, balance, focus,
circulation and digestion. Most students find that they experience a decrease in
tension, fatigue and some aches and pains that are associated with MS. Regular
yoga practice strengthens overall coping skills and increases the sense of
wellbeing.
 
For mat work yoga the requirements are a yoga mat, a blanket, a reasonably quiet
space and loose comfortable clothing.

If you are new to this course a screening form will need completing after booking.

Saturdays 11.30am - 12.30pm, via Zoom
8 April 2022 - 28 May 2022
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Meet your tutor

Book Now

https://www.tickettailor.com/events/kmstc/670177


Meet your Tutors
and Therapists

www.kentmstc.org



Bernie Barry
Yoga Instructor

Bernie is a yoga teacher and therapist with a background in education. She has many
years of experience of working in a clinical setting and enjoys drawing on her training
and experience to provide a gentle, balanced and supportive approach to meeting the
needs of her yoga students and hypnotherapy clients.

Bernie says “It’s a great pleasure to work at the Kent MS Therapy Centre.  My aim is to
make a positive difference. It’s very rewarding to see students’ confidence, strength and
flexibility grow over time as they become more familiar with yoga practice. I’m now able
to offer classes tailored to the needs of those who have practiced yoga before as well
as classes for absolute beginners.  The seated classes are ideal for those who want to
practice and experience the benefits of yoga without the challenge of the standing or
balancing yoga postures.
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Clare has been working as a physiotherapist since 2001 and has
gained experience in the NHS, Military and private settings. She has
developed her skills in both complex trauma, amputees and
neurological rehabilitation. 

Clare has developed a keen interest in aquatic therapy, and the use of
clinical Pilates to help people with MS regain strength, balance and
promote independence. She has worked for The Kent MS Therapy
Centre for five years and has helped develop a physiotherapist and
assistant led Hydrotherapy service.

Clare says, “I thoroughly enjoy running the online seated and mat
based Pilates classes for people with MS as it means people are not
excluded due to their level of ability.  I’m also delighted to be able to
continue offering the Beginners and Intermediate Falls Prevention
courses and look forward to meeting some new people in the coming
weeks.

Clare Triggs
Neuro-Physio
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Need more information?

info@kentmstc.org
Email

01227 470876
Phone

Bradbury House, Merton Lane North Canterbury, Kent CT4 7DZ
Office Address

www.kentmstc.org

Registered charity number: 801382


